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Investment objective and policy
The investment objective of the Fundsmith Equity Fund (the
“Fund”) is to achieve long-term growth (over 5 years) in value.

The Fund will invest in equities on a global basis. The Fund’s
approach is to be a long-term investor in its chosen stocks. It
will not adopt short-term trading strategies.

The Fund has stringent investment criteria which the
Authorised Corporate Director (ACD) and the appointed
investment manager adhere to in selecting securities for the
Fund’s investment portfolio. These criteria aim to ensure that
the Fund invests in businesses:

• that can sustain a high return on operating capital
employed;

• whose advantages are difficult to replicate;

• which do not require significant leverage to generate
returns;

• with a high degree of certainty of growth from reinvestment
of their cash flows at high rates of return;

• that are resilient to change, particularly technological
innovation; and

• whose valuation is considered by the Fund to be attractive.

Risk profile
The Fund has no exposure to derivatives and no borrowings.
Further, the investments are all in large publicly quoted
companies where there is significant liquidity in the stock. The
principal risk factor is the market price of the securities held by
the Fund which is kept under review in the light of the Fund’s
objective.

Currency risk: The Fund’s portfolio is a global share portfolio
and many of the investments are not denominated in sterling.
There is no currency hedging in place and the price of shares in
the Fund may therefore rise or fall purely on account of
exchange rate movements.

Concentration risk: The investment criteria adopted by the
Fund significantly limits the number of potential investments.
The Fund generally holds 20 to 30 stocks and so it is more
concentrated than many other funds. This means that the
performance of a single stock within the portfolio has a greater
effect on the price of the shares of the Fund.

Operational risk: Failures or delays in operational processes
may negatively affect the Fund. There is a risk that any
company responsible for the safekeeping of the assets of the
fund may fail to do so properly or may become insolvent, which
could cause loss to the Fund.

Risk warning
Any stock market investment involves risk. These risk factors
are contained in the full Prospectus. Investors should be aware
that the price of shares and the income from them can fall as
well as rise and investors may not receive back the full amount
invested. Past performance is not a guide to future
performance.

Risk and reward profile

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

The risk category reflects the significance of the Fund’s share price fluctuations based on historical data. Historical data may not be a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the fund. The risk category
of the Fund is not guaranteed and may change over time. Further, the lowest category of risk does not mean risk free.

Generally, the higher the risk category, the greater the potential for higher returns but also the higher the risk of losing money. This fund is ranked at 6 because funds of this type have experienced medium
to high rises and falls in value in the past. The underlying investments are, however, in large companies with shares that are, in most cases, highly liquid.

There are a number of other risks that are not covered by the indicator above. A full description is contained in the prospectus under the heading �Risk Factors�. The most material are currency risk,
concentration risk and operational risk which are explained above.
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The per share net asset values in the table below are different from the published dealing prices that were available for investors on 30 December, the last
dealing day in 2022. This is to comply with accounting rules that require the net asset values in this report to be based on close of day bid prices. The
investment manager’s review and factsheet uses dealing prices as the Fund could only be bought or sold at these prices.

Share Class T - Accumulation Share Class T - Income
Change in net asset value per share 12 months to

31.12.22
(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)

12 months to
31.12.22

(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)
Opening net asset value per share 665.95 551.66 464.49 608.00 504.28 426.07
Return before operating charges (84.92) 120.61 92.43 (77.53) 110.19 84.66
Operating charges (6.00) (6.32) (5.26) (5.48) (5.77) (4.82)
Return after operating charges (90.92) 114.29 87.17 (83.01) 104.42 79.84
Distributions (1.02) (0.77) (1.78) (0.93) (0.70) (1.63)
Retained distributions on accumulation
shares

1.02 0.77 1.78 - - -

Closing net asset value per share 575.03 665.95 551.66 524.06 608.00 504.28
After direct transaction costs of: 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.08 0.12

Performance
Return after operating charges (13.65%) 20.72% 18.77% (13.65%) 20.71% 18.74%

Other information £ £ £ £ £ £
Closing net asset value 3,788,714,772 4,654,397,369 3,565,093,281 260,368,137 328,111,991 270,883,618
Closing number of shares 658,868,485 698,914,699 646,250,706 49,682,658 53,965,510 53,716,790
Ongoing charges figure* 1.04% 1.04% 1.06% 1.04% 1.04% 1.06%
Direct transaction costs 0.01% 0.01% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.03%

Prices (p) (p) (p) (p) (p) (p)
Highest share price 665.58 672.16 559.05 607.66 613.68 511.48
Lowest share price 523.76 529.56 391.87 478.18 484.08 359.47

*The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) is the share class’s total operating costs (excluding overdraft interest) expressed as a
percentage of the average net assets of the share class.
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The per share net asset values in the table below are different from the published dealing prices that were available for investors on 30 December, the last
dealing day in 2022. This is to comply with accounting rules that require the net asset values in this report to be based on close of day bid prices. The
investment manager’s review and factsheet uses dealing prices as the Fund could only be bought or sold at these prices.

Share Class R - Accumulation Share Class R - Income
Change in net asset value per share 12 months to

31.12.22
(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)

12 months to
31.12.22

(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)
Opening net asset value per share 629.77 524.30 443.67 600.86 500.22 423.43
Return before operating charges (80.30) 114.33 88.02 (76.59) 109.06 83.97
Operating charges (8.38) (8.86) (7.39) (8.05) (8.42) (7.05)
Return after operating charges (88.68) 105.47 80.63 (84.64) 100.64 76.92
Distributions - - (0.13) - - (0.12)
Retained distributions on accumulation
shares

- - 0.13 - - -

Closing net asset value per share 541.09 629.77 524.30 516.22 600.86 500.22
After direct transaction costs of: 0.05 0.08 0.12 0.05 0.08 0.11

Performance
Return after operating charges (14.08%) 20.12% 18.17% (14.09%) 20.12% 18.17%

Other information £ £ £ £ £ £
Closing net asset value 507,931,300 563,850,008 434,889,985 12,717,890 30,471,679 22,730,205
Closing number of shares 93,871,572 89,532,639 82,946,393 2,463,675 5,071,350 4,543,999
Ongoing charges figure* 1.54% 1.54% 1.56% 1.54% 1.54% 1.56%
Direct transaction costs 0.01% 0.01% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.03%

Prices (p) (p) (p) (p) (p) (p)
Highest share price 629.38 635.67 531.40 600.49 606.48 506.99
Lowest share price 494.16 503.08 373.92 471.46 479.98 356.87

*The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) is the share class’s total operating costs (excluding overdraft interest) expressed as a
percentage of the average net assets of the share class.
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The per share net asset values in the table below are different from the published dealing prices that were available for investors on 30 December, the last
dealing day in 2022. This is to comply with accounting rules that require the net asset values in this report to be based on close of day bid prices. The
investment manager’s review and factsheet uses dealing prices as the Fund could only be bought or sold at these prices.

Share Class I - Accumulation Share Class I - Income
Change in net asset value per share 12 months to

31.12.22
(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)

12 months to
31.12.22

(p)

12 months to
31.12.21

(p)

12 months to
31.12.20

(p)
Opening net asset value per share 673.40 557.27 468.75 608.45 504.38 426.14
Return before operating charges (85.86) 121.90 90.48 (77.60) 110.24 91.10
Operating charges (5.49) (5.77) (1.96) (4.96) (5.21) (10.77)
Return after operating charges (91.35) 116.13 88.52 (82.56) 105.03 80.33
Distributions (1.60) (1.07) (2.30) (1.46) (0.96) (2.09)
Retained distributions on accumulation
shares

1.60 1.07 2.30 - - -

Closing net asset value per share 582.05 673.40 557.27 524.43 608.45 504.38
After direct transaction costs of: 0.05 0.09 0.13 0.05 0.08 0.12

Performance
Return after operating charges (13.57%) 20.84% 18.88% (13.57%) 20.82% 18.85%

Other information £ £ £ £ £ £
Closing net asset value 13,360,761,660 16,920,191,240 13,346,652,955 4,379,634,649 6,165,167,108 5,608,167,634
Closing number of shares 2,295,475,309 2,512,662,450 2,394,992,157 835,121,053 1,013,262,204 1,111,892,454
Ongoing charges figure* 0.94% 0.94% 0.96% 0.94% 0.94% 0.96%
Direct transaction costs 0.01% 0.01% 0.03% 0.01% 0.01% 0.03%

Prices (p) (p) (p) (p) (p) (p)
Highest share price 673.03 679.68 564.72 608.12 614.13 511.82
Lowest share price 529.86 535.00 395.55 478.76 484.22 359.61

*The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF) is the share class’s total operating costs (excluding overdraft interest) expressed as a
percentage of the average net assets of the share class.
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Breakdown by geography*
as at 31 December 2022

European 23% (21%)

UK 5% (5%)

USA 72% (74%)

Breakdown by sector
as at 31 December 2022

Consumer Discretionary 9% (11%)

Information Technology 21% (26%)

Consumer Staples 34% (30%)

Health Care 26% (22%)

Communication Services 4% (7%)

Industrials 2% (2%)

Net other assets 4% (2%)

The figures in brackets show comparative figures at 31 December 2021.

* Breakdown by geography is by country listing and not reflective of breakdown by operations.

Summary of Significant Changes

For the year 1 January 2022 to 31 December 2022 For the year 1 January 2021 to 31 December 2021

Largest purchases Cost (£) Largest purchases Cost (£)
Adobe 700,982,358 Amazon.com 777,349,118
Mettler-Toledo International 517,680,554 Alphabet 624,924,621
Otis Worldwide 348,381,091 L’Oréal 281,652,272
Alphabet 74,855,914 Church & Dwight 198,635,215
Apple 50,465,631 Unilever 185,939,082
Total 1,692,365,548 Total 2,068,500,308
Total purchases for the year 1,807,038,695 Total purchases for the year 2,935,862,527
Largest sales Proceeds (£) Largest sales Proceeds (£)
Intuit 905,651,255 Becton Dickinson 607,163,903
PayPal 740,112,851 InterContinental Hotels 508,455,247
Johnson & Johnson 621,464,087 Intuit 395,404,889
Starbucks 480,020,361 Sage 323,015,610
Kone 404,707,170 Intertek 135,450,945
Total 3,151,955,724 Total 1,969,490,594
Total sales for the year 4,479,078,584 Total sales for the year 2,056,699,586

Fundsmith
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Investment Manager’s review

This report reproduces the Annual Letter that was sent to investors and published on the website in mid-January. 

Dear Fellow Investor,

This is the thirteenth annual letter to owners of the Fundsmith Equity Fund (‘Fund’).

Our Fund’s performance in 2022 will give credence to those who suffer from triskaidekaphobia.

The table below shows performance figures for the last calendar year and the cumulative and annualised performance since inception 
on 1st November 2010 and various comparators.

% Total Return 1st Jan to 31st Dec 2022 Inception to 31st Dec 2022 Sortino Ratio5

Cumulative Annualised

Fundsmith Equity Fund1 -13.8 +478.2 +15.5 0.84

Equities2 -7.8 +256.8 +11.0 0.36

UK Bonds3 -15.0 +19.8 +1.5 n/a

Cash4 +1.4 +7.8 +0.6 n/a

The Fund is not managed with reference to any benchmark, the above comparators are provided for information purposes only.
1 T Class Accumulation shares, net of fees, priced at noon UK time, source: Bloomberg.
2 MSCI World Index, £ net, priced at US market close, source: Bloomberg.
3 Bloomberg/Barclays Bond Indices UK Gov. 5–10 year, source: Bloomberg.
4 £ Interest Rate, source: Bloomberg.
5 Sortino ratio is since inception to 31.12.22, 3.5% risk free rate, source: Financial Express Analytics.

The table shows the performance of the T Class Accumulation 
shares, the most commonly held share class and one in which I 
am invested, which fell by 13.8% in 2022 and compares with a 
fall of 7.8% for the MSCI World Index in sterling with dividends 
reinvested. The Fund therefore underperformed this comparator 
in 2022 but is still the best performer since its inception in 
November 2010 in the Investment Association Global sector 
with a return 299 percentage points above the sector average 
which has delivered just 179.1% over the same timeframe.

Whilst a period of underperformance against the index is never 
welcome it is nonetheless inevitable. We have consistently 
warned that no investment strategy will outperform in every 
reporting period and every type of market condition. So, as 
much as we may not like it, we can expect some periods of 
underperformance.

Underperforming the MSCI World Index is one issue, registering 
a fall in value is another. In 2022 unless you restricted your 
equity investments to the energy sector you were almost certain 
to have experienced a drop in value:

Performance of S&P 500 Sectors in 2022

Energy +59%

Utilities -1%

Consumer Staples -3%

Health Care -4%

Industrials -7%

Materials -14%

Banks -22%

Software & Services -27%

Real Estate -28%

Consumer Discretionary -38%

Communication Services -40%

Source: Bloomberg, USD.
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Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Why has this happened? We have exited a long period of ‘easy 
money’: a period of large fiscal deficits, where government 
spending significantly exceeds revenues, and low interest rates. 

We can probably trace the era of low interest rates back to the 
so-called Greenspan Put which became evident in the 1990s 
as low interest rates were utilised as the palliative in periods 
of market volatility such as the Asian Crisis of 1997 and the 
Russian default and LTCM collapse in 1998.

As the new millennium arrived so did new crises which seemed 
to warrant even easier money.

It started with the Dotcom meltdown in 2000 and was followed 
by the Credit Crunch of 2008–09 which started in the US 
housing market and quickly became a full-blown international 
banking crisis. These increasingly severe events seemed to call 
for even more extreme measures in terms of both fiscal policy 
and interest rates: Quantitative Easing (‘QE’), so-called ‘printing 
money’ in which central banks created money to purchase 
assets, starting with government debt but eventually ranging 
into corporate debt and equities. As an aside, quite how it aided 
the economy of either Japan or Switzerland for their central 
banks to buy international equities is beyond my grasp. This 
was combined with low, no (Zero Interest Rate Policy — ZIRP) 
or even negative interest rates (NIRP). These measures I have 
collectively christened with the generic term ‘easy money’.

Attempts to suppress volatility will only exacerbate it in the long 
term. If you count the current events, we have now had three 
economic and financial crises this century and it is still in its first 
quarter. This would seem to illustrate that attempts to expunge 
volatility from the financial system are actually producing the 
opposite of the desired effect. They breach the rule for what you 
should do if you find yourself in a hole.

This is hardly surprising given that the central banks were 
aiming at the wrong targets. Central banks were attempting to 
maintain a benign level of consumer price inflation but ignored 
asset price inflation caused by their actions. Some also adopted 
employment targets that were not or should not be part of their 
remit.

One of the problems of easy money is that it leads to bad capital 
allocation or investment decisions which are exposed as the tide 
goes out.

We saw this in Japan in the late 1980s in a bull market when the 
Emperor’s garden was valued more than the state of California 
and the Tokyo Stock Exchange was on a P/E of about 100. The 
aftermath has been prolonged and worsened by a penchant for 
not admitting failure. So-called zombie companies that should 
have been allowed to fail have been propped up with continued 
funding and allowed to survive. Sending good money after bad 
is never a recipe for success. However, before we leap to the 
conclusion that this is in any way a uniquely Japanese trait let us 
bear in mind that other than Lehman no other major company 
was allowed to go bust in 2008, despite it being the largest 
financial crisis for 75 years.

Japan’s bubble was followed by the Dotcom era in which money 
could be raised for an idea. The resulting meltdown was painful 
and especially for investors who had bought a business plan 
rather than a business. It is worth bearing in mind that real 
businesses survived and prospered. Amazon’s stock declined by 
about 95% during the Dotcom bust. It has since risen about 600 
fold to its peak.

Then we had the credit boom and bust when the easy money 
sucked people into ‘investing’ in homes, rather than simply 
living in them, and ‘investing’ in credit products which had been 
structured to look like triple A credits when they were really triple 
Z. You can’t improve the quality or liquidity of an asset by putting
it into a structure.

The other problem with the policy of easy money was that it had 
to end eventually, but not before it had one last hurrah.

There were half-hearted attempts to reverse QE in particular 
by lowering central banks’ bond purchases but when the stock 
market unsurprisingly reacted badly in the so-called ‘taper 
tantrum’ in 2013, these were abandoned.
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Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Then in 2020 came the pandemic and central banks reacted to 
this by enacting that good old saying ‘To a man with a hammer, 
everything looks like a nail’. They decided that they should double 
down with their new toy, QE, which seemed to work so well in the 
Credit Crisis without any nasty side effects, well none that had 
yet become apparent, and apply an almighty stimulus. This was 
applied when there was no problem with demand or the banking 
system. It was just that people were locked up in their homes 
and unable to spend on bricks & mortar shopping, travel and 
entertainment and the global supply chain was malfunctioning, 
leaving consumers with pent-up savings waiting to be spent.

What happened next may be an example of Sod’s Corollary to 
Murphy’s Law:

• Murphy’s Law: What can go wrong will go wrong.

• Sod’s Corollary: Murphy was an optimist.

Sod’s Corollary gave us the February 2022 Russian invasion of 
Ukraine which affected the prices of oil, gas and other minerals, 
such as nickel, and cereals following the central banks’ stimulus.

The net result of the further stimulus and this invasion has been 
an upsurge in inflation and as a consequence a rapid and painful 
end to easy money.

This final round of easy money post the pandemic led to all 
the usual poor investments which people make when they are 
led to assume that money is endlessly available and costs 
zero to borrow or raise. We can see the unwinding of these 
unwise investments, for example, in the collapse of FTX, the 
cryptocurrency ‘exchange’ (sic) and the meltdown in the share 
prices of those tech companies with no profits, cash flows or 
even revenues.

It is inevitable that when interest rates rise, as they have now to 
combat inflation, longer-dated bonds fall more than short-dated 
ones, and so it is with equities with more highly rated shares 
— which are discounting earnings or cash flow further into the 

future — suffering more in the downturn than lowly rated or so-
called value stocks. This effect can be seen in the bottom five 
detractors from the Fund’s performance in 2022:

Stock Attribution

Meta Platforms -3.3%

PayPal -2.5%

Microsoft -1.8%

IDEXX -1.7%

Amazon -1.5%

Source: State Street.

Four of the five stocks are in what might loosely be termed 
the Technology sector (although Meta is actually in the MSCI 
Communication Services sector and MSCI has Amazon as 
a Consumer Discretionary stock) and at least two — PayPal 
and IDEXX — started the period with valuations which were 
particularly vulnerable to the effect of rising rates.

In some cases these share price falls have become more 
pronounced because of events surrounding the business. 
Meta has its well-publicised problems with the regulatory and 
competition authorities and has announced a large spend on 
developing the so-called metaverse which it changed its name 
from Facebook to reflect. PayPal seems intent on snatching 
defeat from the jaws of victory. It has taken a leading position 
in online payments and parlayed that into a lamentable share 
price performance. The elements in this would appear to be a 
disregard for engagement with the customers newly acquired 
during the pandemic and no obvious attention to or control of 
costs. This is hardly surprising given the attention devoted to 
pursuing some clearly over-priced acquisitions. That is what 
happens when management start to conclude that investments 
do not need to earn an adequate return.

We are not aware of any major fundamental problems with either 
IDEXX or Microsoft.
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Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Our highly valued and technology holdings did not fare as poorly as some of the companies which had significant market values but 
no profits, cash flows or in some cases even revenues. Here is a table which shows those companies in November 2021, roughly the 
peak of the market:

Source: Fundsmith Research/Bloomberg.

As at 19th Nov 2021 Zero Revenues <$100m Revenues Negative Net Income Negative Free Cash Flow

Market Cap >$1bn 92 576 1,561 2,606

Market Cap >$5bn 9 42 412 662

Market Cap >$10bn 2 7 204 331

This may seem cold comfort and to quote an old adage, ‘When 
the police raid the bawdy house even the nice girls get arrested’. 
But looking back to the example of Amazon over the Dotcom 
meltdown and its aftermath, it is a lot more comforting to own 
businesses which are performing well fundamentally when the 
share price goes down than to be found playing Greater Fool 
Theory in the shares of a company with no cash flows, profits or 
even revenues.

For the year the top five contributors to the Fund’s performance 
were:

Here is the MSCI sector breakdown of the portfolio:

Stock Attribution

Novo Nordisk +2.1%

Philip Morris +1.1%

PepsiCo +0.7%

ADP +0.5%

Mettler-Toledo +0.4%

Source: State Street.

If one word had to be used to describe last year’s winners it 
would be ‘defensive’. Two of them are fast-moving consumer 
goods companies and one is a drug company. However, it is 
worth pointing out that ADP is actually in the MSCI Technology 
sector.

Which brings me to another point. You may have read that the 
Fundsmith Equity Fund is becoming a ‘Tech fund’ based upon 
recent purchases: ‘Terry Smith tech-buying spree continues with 
Apple purchase’, Interactive Investor, November 2022.

20.7% of the portfolio is defined as Technology by MSCI. This 
compares with 23.2% on 31.12.14. I can’t see a ‘spree’. I am 
not that keen on relying upon sector classifications to define a 
business and you may note that 4.5% is in the Communication 
Services sector. As these are Alphabet (the former Google) 
and Meta, I regard them as technology stocks and Amazon is 
classified as a Consumer Discretionary stock, although how 
this fits Amazon Web Services is difficult to see. But similarly it 
is worth noting that a number of stocks which are in the MSCI 
Technology sector and are, or were until recently, in our portfolio 
are not in my view primarily technology companies but rather 
they use technology to deliver differing services, namely:

• ADP — payroll, employee insurance and HR.

• Amadeus — airline and hotel reservations and operations.

• Intuit — tax and accounting services.

• PayPal — payment processing.

• Visa — payment processing.

As at 31st December 2022 %

Consumer Staples 33.8

Health Care 26.0

Technology 20.7

Consumer Discretionary 9.4

Communication Services 4.5

Industrials 1.7

Cash 3.9

Source: Fundsmith Research/MSCI GICS® Categories.
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Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Moreover, commentators tend to take an all or nothing approach 
to reporting our holdings — as in the reference to Apple already 
noted — without any mention of the size of the holding, which is 
hardly surprising as this is only disclosed semi-annually. But to 
put this in context, our combined holdings of Alphabet, Amazon, 
Apple, Adobe and Meta amount to just 9.0% of the portfolio, 
compared to our holding in Microsoft of 7.6%.

I would therefore suggest that the Fund’s exposure to technology 
is a lot more subtle and nuanced, as well as smaller and more 
widely spread than the headlines sometimes suggest.

However, as well as the lower valuations caused by higher rates, 
technology stocks are facing some fundamental headwinds. A 
slowdown in the growth of tech spending is hardly surprising 
after the massive growth caused by digitalisation during the 
pandemic. Moreover, the cyclicality of tech spending and online 
advertising is probably about to become evident as the economy 
slows and maybe falls into recession. It may be greater than in the 
past simply because tech spending has become a much larger 
proportion of overall corporate and personal spending. However, 
there may be a silver lining in this cloud (no pun intended) as 
this pressure on revenue growth may cause some of the tech 
companies we invest in to stop behaving as though money is free 
and halt some of the less promising projects outside their core 
business, such as:

• Alphabet — Its hugely loss-making ‘Other Bets’. Lightning
does not strike twice. It has a good core online search and
advertising business.

• Amazon — It has already withdrawn from food delivery and
technical education in India (who knew?). It has a highly
successful ecommerce and cloud computing business on
which to focus.

• Meta — Stopping or cutting spending on the metaverse?
Without that spend we would own a leading communications
and digital advertising business on a single-figure Price/
Earnings ratio (P/E).

We continue to apply a simple three step investment strategy:

• Buy good companies

• Don’t overpay

• Do nothing

I will review how we are doing against each of those in turn.

As usual we seek to give some insight into the first and most 
important of these — whether we own good companies — by 
giving you the following table which shows what Fundsmith 
Equity Fund would be like if instead of being a fund it was a 
company and accounted for the stakes which it owns in the 
portfolio on a ‘look-through’ basis, and compares this with the 
market, in this case the FTSE 100 and the S&P 500. This shows 
you how the portfolio compares with the major indices and how 
it has evolved over time.

Source: Fundsmith LLP/Bloomberg.
ROCE, Gross Margin, Operating Margin and Cash Conversion are the weighted mean of the underlying companies invested in by the Fundsmith 
Equity Fund and mean for the FTSE 100 and S&P 500 Indices. The FTSE 100 and S&P 500 numbers exclude financial stocks. Interest Cover is 
median.
2015–2019 ratios are based on last reported fiscal year accounts as of 31st December and for 2020–22 are Trailing Twelve Months and as 
defined by Bloomberg.
Cash Conversion compares Free Cash Flow per Share with Net Income per Share.

Year ended Fundsmith Equity Fund Portfolio S&P 500 FTSE 100

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2022 2022

ROCE 26% 27% 28% 29% 29% 25% 28% 32% 18% 16%

Gross Margin 61% 62% 63% 65% 66% 65% 64% 64% 45% 42%

Operating Margin 25% 26% 26% 28% 27% 23% 26% 28% 18% 18%

Cash Conversion 98% 99% 102% 95% 97% 101% 95% 88% 88% 66%

Interest Cover 16x 17x 17x 17x 16x 16x 23x 20x 10x 11x
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In 2022 returns on capital and profit margins were significantly 
higher in the portfolio companies than in 2020 and 2021. Gross 
margins were steady. Importantly all of these metrics remain 
significantly better than the companies in the main indices 
(which include our companies). Moreover, if you own shares in 
companies during a period of inflation it is better to own those 
with high returns and gross margins.

Consistently high returns on capital are one sign we look for 
when seeking companies to invest in. Another is a source of 
growth — high returns are not much use if the business is not 
able to grow and deploy more capital at these high rates. So how 
did our companies fare in that respect in 2022? The weighted 
average free cash flow (the cash the companies generate after 
paying for everything except the dividend, and our preferred 
measure) grew by 1% in 2022. This is the lowest growth rate 
we have recorded to date in our portfolio and probably says far 
more about the levelling off in demand in some sectors post 
the pandemic surge and macro-economic conditions than it 
does about the long-term growth potential of the businesses. 
You may recall that the free cash flow for our companies surged 
20% in 2021, significantly above the more normal 9% growth in 
2019 and 8% in 2020. Moreover, the free cash flow of the S&P 
500 fell by 4% last year. Frankly we are pleasantly surprised that 
there was any growth at all in our portfolio companies, and if 1% 
growth worries you it may be wise not to read next year’s letter.

Cash conversion remains depressed for our portfolio companies 
but is currently based upon some unusually volatile conditions 
caused by the pandemic’s disruption to supply chains leading 
to stockouts and subsequent hoarding of stocks by some 
companies. Cash flow is an acid test of a business but it is also 
a more volatile measure than profits which are based on accrual 
accounting and spread some cash flows between periods. We 
will have to wait a year or two before something approaching 
normality is restored and we can gauge how well our companies 
are doing on this measure.

The average year of foundation of our portfolio companies at the 
year-end was 1922. They are just over a century old collectively.

The second leg of our strategy is about valuation. The weighted 
average free cash flow (‘FCF’) yield (the free cash flow generated 
as a percentage of the market value) of the portfolio at the 
outset of the year was 2.7% and ended it at 3.2%.

The year-end median FCF yield on the S&P 500 was 3.4%, 
roughly in line with our portfolio. This is one benefit of the fall in 
share prices over the period.

Our portfolio consists of companies that are fundamentally a lot 
better than the average of those in either index and are valued 
fractionally higher than the average S&P 500 company.

Turning to the third leg of our strategy, which we succinctly 
describe as ‘Do nothing’, minimising portfolio turnover remains 
one of our objectives and this was again achieved with a 
portfolio turnover of 7.4% during the period, a little higher than 
usual. It is perhaps more helpful to know that we spent a total 
of just 0.003% (less than a third of a basis point) of the Fund’s 
average value over the year on voluntary dealing (which excludes 
dealing costs associated with subscriptions and redemptions as 
these are involuntary). We sold our stakes in Johnson & Johnson, 
Starbucks, Kone, Intuit and PayPal and purchased stakes in 
Mettler-Toledo, Adobe, Otis and Apple. This seems a lot of names 
for what is not a lot of turnover as in some cases the size of 
the holding sold or bought was small. We have held five of our 
portfolio companies since inception in 2010.

Why is this important? It helps to minimise costs and minimising 
the costs of investment is a vital contribution to achieving 
a satisfactory outcome as an investor. Too often investors, 
commentators and advisers focus on, or in some cases obsess 
about, the Annual Management Charge (‘AMC’) or the Ongoing 
Charges Figure (‘OCF’), which includes some costs over and 
above the AMC, which are charged to the Fund. The OCF for 2022 
for the T Class Accumulation shares was 1.04%. The trouble is 
that the OCF does not include an important element of costs — 
the costs of dealing. When a fund manager deals by buying or 
selling, the fund typically incurs the cost of commission paid to a 
broker, the bid-offer spread on the stocks dealt in and, in some 
cases, transaction taxes such as stamp duty in the UK. This can 
add significantly to the costs of a fund, yet it is not included in 
the OCF.

Investment Manager’s review (continued)
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We provide our own version of this total cost including dealing 
costs, which we have termed the Total Cost of Investment (‘TCI’). 
For the T Class Accumulation shares in 2022 this amounted to 
a TCI of 1.05%, including all costs of dealing for flows into and 
out of the Fund, not just our voluntary dealing. We are pleased 
that our TCI is just 0.01% (1 basis point) above our OCF when 
transaction costs are taken into account. However, we would 
again caution against becoming obsessed with charges to such 
an extent that you lose focus on the performance of funds. It is 
worth pointing out that the performance of our Fund tabled at 
the beginning of this letter is after charging all fees which should 
surely be the main focus.

In the past we have written about activism and our engagement 
with companies’ management, and this year I want to draw this 
together with a couple of examples.

Last year I wrote about Unilever and attracted a virtual tsunami 
of comment for my remarks about Unilever, purpose and 
Hellmann’s mayonnaise. Events soon overtook this commentary 
insofar as Nelson Peltz’s Trian Partners announced that it had 
bought a stake in Unilever and he was invited to join the board. 
We are asked to suspend disbelief that this was in no way linked 
to the subsequent announcement that Alan Jope will be leaving 
the CEO role. This explanation sounds like it was lifted from the 
script of Miracle on 34th Street.

As I have previously pointed out, our Fund has held Unilever 
shares since inception and was about the 12th largest shareholder 
when these events happened. Yet for the first eight years of our 
existence as a shareholder we did not hear from Unilever. The 
first contact was when we were asked to vote in favour of moving 
the headquarters and listing to the Netherlands. As I remarked 
at the time, it is not a good way to manage relationships to ignore 
people until you need their support.

Once contact had been established with Unilever we then tried 
to make some points about what we saw as problems with the 
performance of the business and the focus of the management, 
which were duly ignored. This is a business making a return 
on capital in the mid to low teens, below the market average, 
where you could measure annual growth if you could only 
count to three, and which missed every target it set out when it 
summarily rejected the Kraft Heinz bid approach. So it’s not like 
there weren’t some questions to answer. Then came the near-
death experience with the abortive GSK Consumer bid.

Investment Manager’s review (continued)

I don’t know how long Trian held its stake before Mr Peltz was 
invited to join the board or how big that stake was, but I would 
guess that they held it for far fewer months than we have 
held it in terms of years. We have no objection to Mr Peltz’s 
involvement. He at least seems to have the sense to become 
involved in good businesses which need some improvement, 
whereas some activists pick on poor businesses and all they 
can hope to achieve is a better-run bad business. Where we 
have seen him involved in companies we have owned we have 
sometimes agreed with and admired his contribution — as in 
the operational improvements which accompanied his time at 
Procter & Gamble — and sometimes not — as when he promoted 
the idea of splitting PepsiCo into separate drinks and snacks 
businesses.

What I find questionable is that companies mouth platitudes 
about wanting to attract long-term shareholders yet based on 
our experience, we tend to get ignored, whereas an activist who 
has held shares for fewer months than we have held in years 
gets invited to board meetings.

One example may just represent an outlier. But what about 
PayPal? We had held PayPal shares since it was spun out from 
eBay in 2015. We tried to engage with PayPal as we identified, 
seemingly long before the management, that their lack of 
engagement with new customers was a problem as was cost 
control and that their acquisitions were value destroying. In 
particular, we pointed out that the value destroying acquisitions 
might be avoided if the management remuneration incentives 
included some measure of return on capital. A representative of 
the board kindly told us they would think about that.

Whilst they were allegedly thinking about it Elliott Management 
bought a stake which led to them being given a board seat and 
an information sharing agreement.

Please don’t misunderstand the criticism I am levelling here. I 
am not envious. I do not want a seat on the board of Unilever, 
PayPal or any other listed company. Nor do I want an information 
sharing agreement. I think our research has been able to identify 
the problems of PayPal and Unilever better than the management 
and without any need for access to any unpublished information. 
In some cases you can determine more from what information is 
not disclosed. Take Unilever’s acquisition record as an example.
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Here’s a chart covering Unilever’s acquisitions in just its Beauty & Wellbeing division over the past eight years.

Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Unilever Beauty & Wellbeing Acquisitions

Year Company Description Cost Comments on Performance in Report & Accounts

2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021

2015 Dermalogica Professional grade skin care N/A

Murad Prestige skin care N/A

Kate Somerville Prestige skin care N/A

REN Skincare Prestige personal care, skin care N/A

Camay Soap N/A

Zest Soap N/A

2016 Dollar Shave Club Subscription shave N/A

Indulekha & Vayodha Indian hair oil €45m

Blueair Premium air purifiers N/A

2017 Living Proof Prestige US hair care N/A

Carver Korea Skin care €2.27bn

Hourglass Luxury colour cosmetics N/A

Sundial Brands Shea Moisture brand N/A

Schmidt’s Naturals US natural deodorant N/A

2018 Quala LatAm beauty, personal care & home care N/A

Equilibra Italian natural skin and hair care N/A

2019 Garancia French derma-cosmetics N/A

Tatcha US Skin care/classical Kyoto rituals N/A

Olly Vitamins, minerals & supplements (VMS) N/A

Lenor Japanese premium skin care N/A

2020 Vwash Indian intimate hygiene N/A

Liquid I.V US electrolyte drinks N/A

SmartyPants US VMS N/A

2021 Welly Health Playful bandages N/A

Onnit Labs US holistic wellness and lifestyle N/A

Paula’s Choice US prestige skin care €1.83bn

2022 Nutrafol Baldness N/A

Source: Fundsmith Research.
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A few points are noteworthy:

1. Considering this is Unilever’s smallest division outside of
ice cream they have been very active. Of course they might
say that they are trying to build a wellbeing and beauty
business by acquisition, but then all the more reason why
we shareholders should know how they are performing.

2. Yet we were only told the cost in just three out of 27
acquisitions. Whilst I am sure Unilever complied with
their disclosure obligations, is there some reason why we
shareholders can’t know how much of our money they
spent? (If anyone is thinking of responding ‘commercial
sensitivity’ could you please have the courtesy to check
that I don’t have a mouthful of liquid before you say that?).
We are aware from press speculation that Dollar Shave Club 
cost c.$1 billion and it has sunk without trace.

3. The coloured table shows which of these acquisitions were
mentioned in subsequent annual reports. It is clearly a
minority — only 10 in 2021 and in some years like 2020, just 
two. We have not heard about the Carver Korea acquisition
which cost €2.3bn since 2019 (spoiler alert: purchased
from Bain Capital and Goldman Sachs). Now call me cynical
if you want but I doubt that mention was omitted because
they were all performing embarrassingly well.

4. You can find sources of information other than the company.
This chart of Carver Korea’s sales revenue from Statista
says it all:

Investment Manager’s review (continued)

Shouldn’t we have some idea how Unilever and its management 
have performed before they are allowed to do any more 
acquisitions? Unilever’s low return on capital might be a clue.

We do not need an information sharing agreement to reach an 
obvious conclusion. What I am complaining about is the bipolar 
response some companies have to long-standing shareholders 
versus newly arrived ‘activists’.

As an investor you might reasonably query why if we had 
identified the problems at PayPal and Unilever we didn’t just sell 
the shares and avoid any underperformance. One reason is that 
we try to be long-term shareholders and when we hold shares 
in what we consider to be a good business, which we think is 
underperforming its potential, we like to see if we can help to 
correct that. After all, it’s easier to change the management 
than to change the business. However, when we are continually 
ignored there is another even easier option to sell the shares 
which we turn to when all other remedies fail.

Returning for a moment to Mayonnaisegate, amongst the 
outpouring of comments last year were a number of apologists 
for Unilever who were at pains to point out that the Hellmann’s 
brand has been growing revenues well and this was proof that 
‘purpose’ works. Of course there is no control in that experiment; 
we don’t know how well it would have grown without the virtue 
signalling ‘purpose’. It also confuses correlation with cause 
and effect. There may be a positive correlation between stork 
sightings and births but that doesn’t prove that one causes the 
other. Maybe Hellmann’s would be growing as fast or even faster 
without its ‘purpose’.

To further illustrate the point, this year we are moving on to soap. 
When I last checked it was for washing. However, apparently 
that is not the purpose of Lux, the Unilever brand, which 
apparently is all about ‘Inspiring women to rise above everyday 
sexist judgements and express their beauty and femininity 
unapologetically’. I am not making this up; you can read it here:

https://www.unilever.com/brands/personal-care/lux/

I will leave you to draw your own conclusions about the utility of 
this.

Source: Statista.com
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One other topic which I want to cover this year is share-based 
compensation and especially its removal from non-GAAP 
(Generally Accepted Accounting Principles) profit figures.

Share-based compensation has become an increasingly 
prominent part of some companies’ expenses in recent years, 
especially among companies in the Technology sector. If we take 
for example the 75 companies in the S&P Dow Jones Technology 
Select Sector Index, share-based compensation expense 
expressed as a percentage of revenue has gone from an average 
of 2.2% in 2011 to 4.1% in 2021. This may not seem like much of 
an increase, but keep in mind that during this period revenue for 
this set of companies had almost quintupled on average.

There is nothing wrong per se with compensating employees 
with shares. In fact, there is a legitimate reason for doing so: 
it may help to align the interests of employees with those of 
shareholders. I want to focus on how share-based compensation 
is accounted for or, more accurately, how it is not accounted for 
in companies’ non-GAAP earnings figures.

Among the 75 companies in the Technology Select Sector Index 
mentioned above, 45 of them remove share-based compensation 
from non-GAAP versions of their earnings per share, operating 
income, or both — in plain English they remove the amount of the 
debit for share-based compensation which boosts their profits. 
That is about $26bn of expenses that have been adjusted out 
in reporting the 2021 profits in the non-GAAP results of these 
45 companies. This amounts to about an average of $600m of 
share-based compensation for each company which is excluded 
or added back in reaching their non-GAAP earnings. You will find 
it as no surprise that all of the companies in the index whose 
share-based compensation represents greater than 5% of 
revenue remove share-based compensation from non-GAAP 
measures.

What are the justifications for removing share-based 
compensation from measures of income and earnings? A 
common excuse that companies give for adjusting profits so that 
the debit for share-based compensation is removed is because 
it is a non-cash expense. This argument makes no sense. Plenty 
of income statement items are partially or entirely non-cash. 
Depreciation is non-cash, but it still reflects the very real cost 
associated with a company’s long-lived assets (although many 
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of the same people who adjust out share-based compensation 
and many others try to get analysts to focus on EBITDA in order 
to ignore the inconvenient depreciation and amortisation cost). 
Deferred income taxes are non-cash but are nevertheless 
recorded in the P&L account. Parts of revenue can be non-cash 
as well, but we certainly don’t see many companies removing 
them from their results. As long as accrual accounting is the 
standard, the ‘non-cash’ argument simply does not pass muster. 
If you want to review cash items, then look at the cash flow 
statement, not an adjusted P&L account.

Other reasons given for excluding share-based compensation 
include the fact that the calculation of the expense may use 
valuation methodologies that depend on assumptions and that 
the values of the securities given to employees as compensation 
may fluctuate and are outside a company’s control.

It is true that the expense associated with stock options 
provided as compensation is calculated using option pricing 
models, which rely on assumptions for the risk-free interest rate 
and share price volatility. But other items on a GAAP income 
statement make significant use of assumptions and estimates 
as well. Depreciation expense is calculated based on the 
estimated useful lives of assets, for example.

It is also true that the share price will fluctuate and is outside of 
a company’s control, but so are many other factors relevant to 
a company’s operations which can be in the income statement, 
such as commodity prices which may affect input costs and 
the value of hedges. The lack of control does not justify their 
removal from important financial metrics.

Yet another reason proffered for excluding share-based 
compensation is that it results in double-counting because the 
shares paid to employees are reflected as both an expense item 
in the income statement and in the share count that is used as 
the denominator for per share measures such as EPS.

First of all, it is important to note that this argument applies only 
to per share metrics such as earnings per share, and hence, it 
provides no excuse for excluding share-based compensation 
from measures of gross margin or operating income, which 
many companies do.
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Secondly, by their nature, financial statements have a degree of 
inter-relation. Many items on the income statement flow back 
into other parts of the income statement through the balance 
sheet. If you increase the cash expenses of a company, there will 
be less cash and/or more debt on the balance sheet. This will in 
turn affect the income statement by increasing interest expense 
and/or reducing interest income. Similarly, an increase in share-
based compensation expenses will have a secondary impact on 
the balance sheet in the number of shares outstanding.

We now arrive at a fourth, and perhaps the most nefarious excuse 
given by companies for removing share-based compensation 
from their non-GAAP metrics: everybody else does it. This does 
not make it correct nor is it true. Indeed, it may very well be that 
the companies that do not adjust their profit numbers from GAAP 
are put at a disadvantage.

Take the example of Microsoft and Intuit. Microsoft shares are 
currently being valued at a P/E ratio of 25.0 times the consensus 
EPS estimate for the fiscal year ending June 2023. Meanwhile, 
Intuit is being valued at 28.4 times the non-GAAP consensus 
estimate for the fiscal year ending July 2023. Many investors 
and analysts may accept that Intuit is trading at a higher multiple 
given expectations of greater growth potential. However, Intuit 
removes share-based compensation from their non-GAAP 
EPS whereas Microsoft does not. Given that Intuit’s GAAP EPS 
guidance for the year ending 31st July 2023 is $6.92–$7.22, 
its non-GAAP guidance is $13.59–$13.89, and the consensus 
estimate for 2023 EPS is at $13.69, it seems clear that most 
sell-side analysts are accepting the company’s non-GAAP 
adjustments, which includes the removal of some $1.8bn of 
share-based compensation, in their estimates. If we include 
the impact of share-based compensation in Intuit’s 2023 EPS 
to make a more apples-to-apples comparison with Microsoft 
based upon GAAP EPS, Intuit’s 2023 EPS would be closer to $9, 
meaning that the shares would be trading at a multiple of about 
43 times. I think investors and analysts may find a premium of 
14% for Intuit over Microsoft (28.4 times versus 25.0 times) to 
be reasonable. I’m not so sure they are fully aware that Intuit 
shares are actually trading at a premium of 73% if share-based 
compensation is treated in the same manner between the  
two companies.

Many investors and analysts, including us, look to cash flow 
metrics more than accrual profits. Unfortunately, share-based 
compensation may cause distortions in cash flow metrics as 
well, even when they follow GAAP. Under GAAP, share-based 
compensation is added back in the cash flow from operating 
activities, which in turn is used in the computation of free  
cash flow.

Some researchers and commentators argue that share-based 
compensation should be reclassified from the operating 
activities section to the financing activities section of a cash 
flow statement for analytical purposes. We agree. After all, the 
decision to fund compensation to employees with shares rather 
than cash is a financing decision rather than one pertaining to 
the operations of a company. As such, a measure of cash flow 
from operating activities that does not benefit from adding 
back share-based compensation is likely more reflective of the 
ongoing cash generation of a company.

If we apply this concept to the case of Intuit, it would imply that 
the company is not in fact trading at a trailing twelve-month 
free cash flow yield of 3.5% as it seems. Removing $1.5bn of 
share-based compensation from the $4.1bn of operating cash 
flow reported in the cash flow statement would leave Intuit’s free 
cash flow yield much lower, at 2.2%. This example gives a sense 
of the magnitude of distortion that the accounting for share-
based compensation could inflict on free cash flow yields.

However, I suspect the most pernicious effect of adjusting 
profits to exclude the cost of share-based compensation occurs 
when the management start to believe their own shtick and 
mis-allocate capital based upon it. Too often management 
fail to mention expected returns on capital deployed when 
they make acquisitions and instead rely on statements about 
earnings dilution or accretion. We have just been living through 
an era where interest rates were close to zero. Statements 
about earnings dilution or accretion from an acquisition versus 
the alternative of interest income forgone on the cash do not 
reflect anything useful. In a period of such low rates the only 
acquisitions which could be dilutive are those where the money 
was literally shredded. Amazingly there are some of those too.

Investment Manager’s review (continued)
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the major economies into recession. This holds few fears for 
us. Our companies should demonstrate a relatively resilient 
fundamental performance in such circumstances, and the only 
type of market which ends in a recession is a bear market.

What we are clear about is that we continue to own a portfolio 
of good companies. Where the end of the easy money era has 
exposed any doubts, and there are always doubts, we have 
acted upon them and/or aired them in this letter.

Our companies are more lowly rated than they were a year ago, 
now being rated roughly in line with the market. This does not 
make them cheap and there is no guarantee that they will not 
become more lowly rated, but our focus is on their fundamental 
performance, as it should be, because in the long term that will 
determine the outcome for us as investors.

I will leave you this year with a quote from Winston Churchill: ‘If 
you are going through hell, keep going’. At Fundsmith we intend to.

Finally, may I wish you a happy New Year and thank you for your 
continued support for our Fund.

Yours sincerely,

Terry Smith
CEO
Fundsmith LLP

Once people start relying upon this spurious measure of whether 
an acquisition represents value based upon earnings dilution 
or accretion and combine this with using earnings adjusted by 
adding back the significant cost of share-based compensation, 
they can make some gross errors. We suspect this may be part 
of the reason for Intuit’s acquisition of the online marketing 
platform Mailchimp in 2021 for $12 billion, half of it in cash. This 
represented 12 times Mailchimp’s revenues (not its profits, its 
sales). As a result Intuit’s return on capital has fallen from 28% 
in 2020 to just 11% in 2022 but no doubt it is not dilutive to EPS 
adjusted by adding back share-based compensation. The Intuit 
CEO described the Mailchimp acquisition as ‘an absolute game 
changer’. Shareholders must hope he is right and in the way that 
he meant it.

We have coined a phrase at Fundsmith for this practice of 
relying upon earnings adjusted to take out the cost of share-
based compensation and other real and persistent expenses 
(such as restructuring costs that keep recurring). Instead of the 
usual phrase of ‘fully diluted earnings per share’ being earnings 
per share diluted by all the shares which a company has agreed 
to issue through options and so on, we refer to these heavily 
adjusted EPS measures as ‘fully deluded earnings per share’.

Last year in this letter I said I thought we were probably in for 
an uncomfortably bumpy ride in terms of valuations. We have 
no idea when the current period of inflation and central bank 
interest rate rises which caused this prediction to come true 
will end. It is sometimes said that central bank policy is always 
either too lax or too tight, it is never exactly right. We need not 
discuss whether it has been too lax in the past. Presumably 
at some point it will become too tight and quite probably tip 
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Disclaimer: A Key Investor Information Document and an English language prospectus for the Fundsmith Equity Fund are available via the Fundsmith website or on 
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report is not approved, reviewed or produced by MSCI. The Global Industry Classification Standard (GICS) was developed by and is the exclusive property of MSCI and 
Standard & Poor’s and ‘GICS®’ is a service mark of MSCI and Standard & Poor’s.



The information above relates to Fundsmith as a whole, is not
broken down by reference to this fund or the other funds
managed by Fundsmith and does not show the proportion of
remuneration which relates to the income Fundsmith earns
from the management of this fund, as this would not reflect the
way Fundsmith is organised.

The information does not include information relating to
remuneration paid by Fundsmith Investment Services Limited,
to whom Fundsmith delegates certain investment
management and related activities for this fund.

A description of the remuneration and the benefits paid to
Fundsmith staff and Members is set out in the Remuneration
Policy disclosure which is available on the ACD’s website.

The Management Committee of Fundsmith LLP has reviewed
the Remuneration Policy and considers that it meets all
regulatory requirements and is satisfied that no irregularities
occurred during the period. There have been no material
changes in the Remuneration Policy applicable to UCITS
Remuneration Code staff since the last Report and Accounts
were published.

Remuneration Disclosure

The ACD is required to make this remuneration disclosure to 
the Funds’ investors in accordance with COLL 4.5.7 (7) R in the 
FCA Handbook.

The financial year of Fundsmith Equity Fund runs from 1 
January to 31 December, whereas the financial year of 
Fundsmith LLP (Fundsmith) runs from 1 April to 31 March. The 
latest financial year of Fundsmith is the year to 31 March 2022 
and the remuneration figures below relate to that period. The 
Fundsmith Report and Accounts for the year to 31 March 2022 
have been independently audited and filed with Companies 
House.

Fundsmith employed an average of 42 staff in the year, with 
total remuneration, excluding pension contributions, for those 
staff of £23,856,725 comprising fixed remuneration of
£4,894,862 and variable remuneration of £18,961,863.

The profits of the Firm are shared among the Members 
according to their profit-sharing arrangements. Fundsmith had 
an average of 9 Members during the year, who shared the 
Firm’s profit of £57,483,228.

The Members are the sole owners of Fundsmith, and the 
Firm’s capital is derived entirely from the Members’ 
contributions. Members are each entitled to a pre-determined, 
fixed proportion of the business’s net profits, in accordance 
with their ownership of the Firm. Allocations of profits to 
Members are not discretionary and these amounts are due to 
the Members because of their investment of capital and their 
ownership of the business and is regarded as fixed, not 
variable remuneration.

The Management Committee of Fundsmith has considered 
carefully which of its staff fall within the definition of 
Remuneration Code Staff. The Management Committee has 
determined that for the UCITS Remuneration Code (SYSC 19E) 
the only Remuneration Code Staff are Members of the Firm 
who fall within the categories in SYSC 19E of senior 
management, risk takers and control staff. These individuals 
fall within one or more of these categories, and the Firm has 
chosen not to disclose the remuneration of each category to 
avoid double counting and on the basis of confidentiality.
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Reports and accounts
Each year, the ACD will publish on its website
(www.fundsmith.co.uk) Annual and Interim Reports and
Accounts for the Company discussing investment activity
during the period and providing management commentary.

UK UCITS
The Company is an authorised Collective Investment Scheme
constituted as a UK UCITS in accordance with the FCA rules.

Prospectus
The Fund Prospectus, an important document describing
Fundsmith Equity Fund in detail, is available from the ACD,
which is responsible for the management and administration of
the Funds.

Also available are the Key Investor Information Document
(KIID) and the Supplementary Information Document (SID).

The ACD for Fundsmith Equity Fund is Fundsmith
LLP located at 33 Cavendish Square, London W1G 0PW.

All documents are available on the ACD’s website.

Minimum investment
The company has three different share classes:

I shares, R shares and T shares.

There are two types of share available in each class - Income
shares or Accumulation shares.

The following table summarises the investment levels
for T shares.

Minimum lump sum investment level £1,000

Minimum regular sum investment level £100

Minimum top-up investment amount £250

Minimum holding level £1,000

Publication of prices
The prices of shares are published daily on the ACD’s website
at www.fundsmith.co.uk. Shareholders can also obtain the
current price of their Shares by calling the ACD on 0330 123
1815.

Dealing Charges
There are no dealing charges on the purchase, sale or
switching of shares.

Dilution Adjustment
The ACD may impose a dilution adjustment to the share price.
The dilution adjustment aims to mitigate the costs to the
Company of making investments (when additional cash is
available following new investment into the Company) or selling
investments in order to meet redemption requests.

Further information regarding the circumstances in which a
dilution adjustment may be applied is set out in the
Prospectus.

Fundsmith

Further Information
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Dealing and enquiries

Fundsmith LLP
PO Box 10846

Chelmsford
Essex

CM99 2BW
United Kingdom

Telephone: 0330 123 1815
Website: www.fundsmith.co.uk

Registered office
Fundsmith Equity Fund
33 Cavendish Square
London
W1G 0PW
United Kingdom

Authorised and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority.
ICVC Registration Number IC00846
FCA Reference Number 529093

Authorised Corporate Director
Fundsmith LLP
33 Cavendish Square
London
W1G 0PW
United Kingdom

Authorised and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority.
FCA Registration Number 523102

Registrar
SS&C Financial Services International Limited and SS&C
Financial Services Europe Limited
SS&C House
St Nicholas Lane
Basildon
Essex
SS15 5FS
United Kingdom

Administrator
State Street Bank and Trust Company
20 Churchill Place
London
E14 5HJ
United Kingdom

Depositary
State Street Trustees Limited
20 Churchill Place
London
E14 5HJ
United Kingdom

Authorised and regulated by The Financial Conduct Authority.
FCA Registration Number 186237

Independent auditors
Deloitte LLP
Saltire Court
20 Castle Terrace
Edinburgh
EH1 2DB
United Kingdom

Financial Conduct Authority
12 Endeavour Square
London
E20 1JN
United Kingdom
Telephone: 0800 111 6768
Website: www.fca.org.uk

Contact details
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Fundsmith
33 Cavendish Square
London
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UK
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